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Kingfisher, London, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Size: 20 cm. 180 pages. Multiple copies of this title available. As a Virgo, 13 year-old Thebe
Battye likes order and neatness, but with her two disorganised celebrity astrologer parents around, things rarely go to plan. Then, on top of all this
usual mess, Thebe's self-centred cousin Yasmin comes to stay - in Thebe's room! Fed up of being the quiet, dependable one, Thebe uses her new
status as Zodiac Girl to try and change her life and overcome some deep-seated fears.Ever turned to your horoscope for help in a di icult time?
Well, Zodiac Girls have something better - when their stars are in lucky alignment they get a cool mobile and personal guidance from the planets
themselves! But it's not as easy as it sounds - it's up to each girl to make the most of her month as a Zodiac Girl.Thebe Battye's parents Estella and
Benjamin are celebrity astrologers. They're so busy with their glamorous lives. Thebe has to run their household for them. As a super-organised listlover she doesn't mind but sometimes feels she's taken for granted. Thebe is thrilled when she is told she is to be the next Zodiac Girl.something
her parents have told her much about. Many of the planets, including her guardian the hot boy-babe motorcycle courier Hermie, come and visit the
house, but they are more intent on chilling out with her parents. Thebe is upset, believing she's so boring that no one wants to spend time with
her.Then her annoying cousin comes to stay for several weeks - in Thebe's bedroom! Her best friend Rachel cheers her up by taking her ice skating but Thebe has a horrid time feeling very uneasy on the ice. Worse, she and her family are expected to take...
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Other Books
Jack Drummond s Christmas Present: Adventure Series for Children Ages 9-12
Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.A very warm welcome to Jack Drummond s Christmas Present, the sixth book...
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Ask Dr K Fisher About Dinosaurs
Kingfisher, Great Britain, 2007. So cover. Book Condition: New. Sheppard, Kate (illustrator). 32 pages. Multiple copies of this title
available. For the first time, Kingfisher brings its expertise in beautifully-designed, trusted non-fiction to the sphere of...
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Short Stories 3 Year Old and His Cat and Christmas Holiday Short Story Dec 2015: Short Stories
2016. PAP. Book Condition: New. New Book. Delivered from our US warehouse in 10 to 14 business days. THIS BOOK IS PRINTED ON
DEMAND.Established seller since 2000.
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Unplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital Age
Adams Media Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Unplug Your Kids: A Parent's Guide to Raising Happy, Active
and Well-Adjusted Children in the Digital Age, David Dutwin, TV. Web Surfing. IMing. Text Messaging. Video...
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It's Just a Date: How to Get 'em, How to Read 'em, and How to Rock 'em
HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, It's Just a Date: How to Get 'em, How to Read 'em, and How
to Rock 'em, Greg Behrendt, Amiira Ruotola-Behrendt, A fabulous new guide to dating...
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